YEAR 8 CAMP REQUIREMENTS
Please have your name on all your personal items. One bag per person. Stick to the list and don’t over-pack!
PLEASE NOTE: Mapleton is a volcanic soil area. DO NOT bring good/brand clothing as it is likely to be stained.
Bedding:
 One fitted single bed sheet (to cover mattress)
 Sleeping Bag or single doona
 Pillow and pillowcase
Clothing:
 Two pairs of fully enclosed shoes, one pair suitable to get wet/muddy & dirty. Please consider using
shoes that can be disposed of – old shoes or $5 pair.
 Thongs (for bathroom areas)
 Raincoat/poncho
 Clothes suitable for canoeing - may get wet and muddy
 2 warm jumpers
 3 T-shirts, not singlet shirts and it must cover the waist. Students without full length shirts will be
excluded from some activities, particularly those involving a harness due to safety regulations
 2 pairs of comfortable longer shorts and/or mid length bike pants. (to wear with a harness, must be at
least mid-thigh length)
 1 outfit for the mud challenge that can be disposed of if necesary
 2 pairs of long pants/jeans
 Warm PJ’s or tracksuit
 Underwear (add extras for wet activities and mud challenge)
 5 pairs of socks (some will get muddy and wet)
 HAT/CAP IS ESSENTIAL. No hat, no participation. (School Hat not required) Please ensure hats are clearly
labelled with student name.
Other Items:
 2 towels (1 for water activities)
 Water bottle (clearly labelled)
 Several plastic bags for wet & dirty or muddy clothes and shoes – Very important!
Toiletries:
 Toothbrush and toothpaste
 Brush/comb
 Soap or body wash
 Shampoo/conditioner
 Roll on deodorant (please consider those with asthma and allergies)
 Sunscreen
 Roll on insect repellent
 Prescription medication required (Present to Ms Sheehan/Mr Hurley for dispensing)
What NOT to Bring:
 Lollies
 Makeup and nail polish
 Valuables (mobile phones, cameras, iPads, Laptops etc.) – their safety is not guaranteed. There is
little or no mobile service at Mapleton
 Chewing Gum is BANNED
 Any item that is not allowed at school (e.g. Cigarettes, permanent markers, etc.)

